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Directory schemas in. Create schema: $ ldapadd -Y EXTERNAL -H ldapi:/// -D cn=admin,dc=mydomain,dc=com -W -f
/usr/local/openldap/etc/openldap/schema/radius.schema -W. $ ldapadd -Y EXTERNAL -H ldapi:/// -D
cn=admin,dc=mydomain,dc=com -W -f /usr/local/openldap/etc/openldap/schema/samba.schema -WSpaceX has a habit of
reusing rockets and landing hardware after their launches. SpaceX recovered the fairing that encased its Falcon Heavy rocket at
sea, and that lander booster (with its high-tech "drag barge" landing system) recently returned to Earth after launching a
commercial resupply mission to the International Space Station. Now, the company has announced that the interplanetary
transportation company it calls Starship is set to be re-launched to carry cargo into orbit. The Starship name is the final product
of SpaceX’s plan to use reusable rockets to bring cargo to Mars. CEO Elon Musk has said that SpaceX is developing the
prototype that will one day become the Mars-to-Earth spacecraft that will carry cargo and people to the Red Planet. In order to
test this idea, SpaceX has launched several Starhopper models that are pre-stage versions of the Starship vehicle. The company
has also been testing the reusability of the lander booster it previously used for manned missions, and has recovered it with a
ship at sea. Musk said in a tweet on Monday that Starship would make its first test flight within a few weeks, and it will carry a
load of cargo to the International Space Station. Starship uses SpaceX’s own Super Heavy rocket, which first flew in 2018. The
rocket features eight hydrogen tanks that hold about 220,000 pounds of fuel. At the moment, SpaceX doesn't plan to send
people on Starship — the commercial resupply mission is only meant to help validate the design. But when it does begin
carrying people, it will be in an uncrewed version. One of the big unknowns with the Starship design is the reusability of the
booster. In the past, SpaceX has been able to re-use its rocket boosters that return to Earth at a controlled landing site, but the
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